
School Improvement Initiative underway at Madill Public School 

 Although the state department of education has not released final school standings due to problems 

with faulty data from the testing company, preliminary reports indicate that Madill Public School did not make 

Adequate Yearly Progress at any site and that the elementary school has been placed on Year One of School 

Improvement. Ninety percent of the academic performance benchmark index for elementary and middle 

school is based on math and reading OCCT scores while ten percent is based on attendance. At the high school 

level, eighty percent is based on math and reading EOI scores while twenty percent is derived from the areas 

of attendance, graduation rate, drop-out rate, percent of students taking the ACT, ACT composite, the offering 

of Advanced Placement courses and college math and remediation rates. In 2002, a baseline api index of 648 

was set for math and 622 in reading. The required api index has increased over the years, and in 2011, the 

required benchmark that districts had to meet was 1074 in math and 1060 in reading. At the same time that 

api index performance benchmarks have been raised, the required scores our students must achieve to 

perform at the proficient or advanced levels, have also been raised. Because of this, many school districts in 

the state are struggling to meet these higher performance benchmarks. To make matters more challenging, 

school districts are now being required to make the transition from PASS to Core Curriculum. In 2014, the 

same year when districts will be required to achieve a perfect 1500 api index in math and reading, Core 

Curriculum is to be implemented and the testing format will completely change from multiple choice answers 

to critical reasoning responses. These standards will be difficult to meet, but instead of making excuses, we 

are making every effort to rise to the challenge. Although we believe we have an exceptional school system, 

and we can all be proud of the many positives, we have identified areas where we must improve. As a result, 

we are in the process of implementing a comprehensive district-wide school improvement initiative where the 

bar has been raised at all levels, and expectations and accountability are high. We have begun a district-wide 

curriculum alignment process where we are currently focusing on PASS skills but making the gradual transition 

to Core Curriculum. The school improvement process will involve conducting needs assessments, test 

disaggregation, assessment alignment, differentiated instruction, curriculum integration, instructional rigor, 

classroom management, and content specific training.  We have established leadership teams including 

teachers, parents, community members, students, administrators and staff who will be setting improvement 

goals and plans of action. Principals are insisting on more structure, fewer distractions and interruptions to 

classroom instruction time, and are requiring that Pass objectives be documented in lesson plans. Proven 

research based instructional strategies are being implemented requiring some teachers to rethink how they 

teach. Remediation and acceleration are being provided for students. Intervention strategies are in place. 

After school tutoring is available. Remedial courses are offered at the high school level. More advanced classes 

are being offered at the middle school level. Staff Development training has been provided in assisting 

teachers in making the transition to Core Curriculum, and this training will be ongoing throughout the school 

year. We have begun the process of meeting the standards to become a district-wide AdvancEd (Formerly 

North Central) accredited school. In taking full responsibility for our deficiencies, we are undertaking very 

focused measures to improve. In this collaborative effort, there is a new excitement at Madill Public School. 

We are keeping lines of communication open district wide and are very focused on school improvement. We 

have confidence that we can achieve success when we work together, district wide, toward common goals. 

Everyone is being held accountable and it seems that everyone is committed and working hard to meet the 

challenges. Change is underway, and though the end results may not be immediate, we expect to make 



significant gains. We are proud of our students and staff, and we truly believe, “It’s a great day to be a 

Wildcat!” 


